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A: flat, wavy, opened, empty, perhaps gravelly, dry, light-brown color, perhaps natural, hard, on a ground, on a spot, 

stands still, angular, high up, up and down. 



B: structure, manmade, alone 

C: slanted, green, brown, white, hot, outside, outdoor, natural, without plants, feels dry, like a desert or canyon, light-

brown, orangeish on a background, I’m sensing smell of petroliferous shale, coal, ash, dry, dusty, powdery 

S1: high, up and down, spacious, angular, big, large, object, feels alone 

S2: slanted, diagonally. Deduction: post box. “birdcage”, “hole”. 

S3: such pattern like on the sketch 
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A: curvy, moving, curved, perhaps subject, on a spot, whirling, moving, rotating, horizontal, flat, empty, opened 

B: flat surface, movement 

S4: feels like a movement described on the sketch. It feels alone object, like flying and doing somersault in the air. 



Describe the Flat surface: I got S5: like some amount, a mass is moving along a flat surface horizontally, a lot of single 

objects together, in restricted area, they a slightly are vibrating up and down, but not jumping. 

Describe the Movement: I got S6: “mass disorders”, demonstration/manifestation”. Deduction: a marathon. Huge mass is 

moving like a flow in restricted area in one direction. Perhaps alive.  

S7: flowing, liquid, one mass, liquid mass, dark-blue, WATER!? 
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A: a lot of subjects together, movement, flow, mass, movement in one direction, hard, dry, manufactured dark colored, 

stoney surface/asphalt. Movement, yelling, emotions, a lot of energy, intensive, demanding emotion, something 

demanding. 

B: movement, energy, subjects, alive 



S8: in one direction movement 

Decribe the Most important energy: dry, outside, outdoor, restricted area, mass is moving, peaceful, feels like subjects, 

posters in their hands, marching, walking, on a dry, flat, hard surface, feels like habituated place/town, hundreds perhaps 

thousands of subjects. This “flow” itself is about 10 meters wide.  

 

End of the session: 02.46 


